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Dear Member

I hope you had a fine Christmas break.  Did you take many photos?  The
seasonal holiday is always a good time to take some of our most treasured
photographs, those family snaps that you can look back on in years to come
with increasing fondness and I certainly took plenty of those! 

New Year Resolution
Wasn’t the weather in December dark and dreary, apparently one of the dullest
months on record!  It’s certainly one of my excuses for not getting out and
about with my camera. But what about the rest of 2021? Reviewing my Adobe
Lightroom catalog I see that my shutter count has been down these last 2
years.  Now there’s another obvious explanation that I won’t mention, but it’s
still fair to say that I’m not getting out with my camera was much as I did.
Which brings me onto New Year resolutions.  This years resolution is push
myself out of my current photographic torper by entering Amateur
Photographer Magazine’s 2022 competition. If you’d like to join me in this
challenge then it could be fun plus there are potential benefits for the club.
You'll find more information under "What's taken my eye this month" at the
end of the newsletter. 
 

Back to the Chantry Centre
It was a shame that we had to switch the Christmas Quiz to zoom for the
second year running. That said Alan did his usual terrific job of pulling together
a challenging set of questions and a good time was had by all. Congratulations
to Jacqueline Simmonds and her husband for winning the quiz. 

Next week our season re-starts and I wish to reassure members that the
Committee are committed to keep running club nights at the Chantry Centre
for as long as it's allowed.  At the time of writing the Government hasn't
implemented any further restrictions, but as we know these things are very
fluid.  So all things being equal I hope to see you at the Centre on 11th
January.  All we ask is that you wear your mask in the Centre, use the supplied
hand sanitiser and maintain reasonable social distancing.

For any members who aren't comfortable coming to the Centre at the moment
should be able to view from home via Zoom.  As previously mentioned it's not
a perfect solution or a guaranteed option but we will do our best.  

If restrictions, prohibiting us from meeting up in the Centre, were to be
introduced then we'll send out a further notification to members.  The good
news is that we've sought and received confirmation from our speakers that
they can switch to Zoom at short notice should the need arise.  So club nights
will continue in one format or another.  

In Memory Ken Friar
It was sad to learn that long time member Ken Friar had passed away last
month following a long illness.  A keen member, Ken was a regular contributor
to the club when he first joined back in 2006. He had a broad interest in
photography and had success in our competitions and also participated in
exhibitions.  Ken will be missed by club members. Our condolences to his wife
Dorothy and their family.

Photofold Library Exhibition - "New Year, New Hobby"

We normally only run one exhibition each year
but following our successful summer exhibition
Billericay Library approached our Treasurer, Linda
Skaret-Ball to see if the club would be interested
in putting on a small exhibition. Linda accepted
the challenge of selecting 14 varied prints taken 

by different members.  The only criteria being that images hadn't been
exhibited in the summer.  The display will run from 8th January until 22nd
January and will also be a focal point for our "New Year, New
Hobby" promotional campaign to attract new members.

Please support us by coming along to see the exhibition and mentioning it any
friends and family who might be interested.

Photofold Flickr Group

Did you know that the club has a group on Flickr?

One of our new members has expressed disappointment that the club's Flickr
Group isn't being actively used.  It's a valid point so John Davis and myself
have tasked ourselves with trying to see if there's sufficient interest to re-
launch either our Flickr Group or an alternative photo sharing forum that would
be of more interest to members.

First a bit of background for our newer members; the club set up our Flickr
group about 3 years ago. The idea being that members could highlight their
work by posting images and then receive polite feedback from other members.
It can be a great way to get input on how others see our photos, maybe
offering some opinions on what works and what could be improved or be done
differently. Unfortunately, the group didn't get a lot of traffic with only a very
small number of members posting images and even fewer providing feedback.
I have to accept my share of the blame for its failure as I find uploading photos
to multiple photo sharing sites a bit of a chore and Flickr is no longer
my preferred site.  Hence, I also stopped using it!

So the question I'm posing to members, especially all the new members who
have joined us this season, is whether there is interest in sharing photos on
Flickr, or if not Flickr, then another medium.  Options include:

1. Our existing Flickr page.  You can view the group from this LINK 
2. Instagram: If you already have an Instagram account then you could

add the hashtag #photofoldbillericay to any images you upload so that
they are linked to Photofold's own Instagram group.  It is a quick and
easy way share your photos to other club members so that they can view
and comment on your images.  I must admit that I'd forgotten that this
club Instagram group had been opened up.  There were only a few
images on it so I've added more of my own for test purposes.  You can
view the club Instagram group by clicking on this [LINK]. A word of
caution, don't use just #photofold.  I tried that and it will bring up an
entirely different group with explicit content that obviously has nothing to
do with our club!  

3. Facebook: If there is sufficient demand then we could look at opening
up our Facebook page so that members could share their images on our
club group page.  You can view our Facebook page from this LINK

4. The Photofold website.  We can set up a private shared gallery page on
our own website.  This would enable site members to post images, write
a comment and press a like button. It's very much like the Flickr group
but will be accessible to members once they have logged on.  The
potential benefit is that it will be a safe place so non-members won't be
able to comment.  Equally for those who want to share images more
broadly it will mean loading images more than once.

So those are 4 options.  To gauge demand please click the button below and
compete a short survey to let us know whether you are interested in sharing
images with other members and if so then which platform(s) you would
support.

What's coming up

Despite being a short month we've still got 3 varied evenings with an open
evening, a competition and an external presenter.

11th January
The open evening on 11th January will be in two parts. The evening will start
with a new member to the club, Ken Cole speaking on a subject I hope we will
all find useful and improve our final product, "Preparing Images for Print". Ken
has been doing his own home printing for a while and will talk us through the
steps he takes in creating the correct settings for home printing as well as
taking or sending to the professional printers. Ken is coincidentally our
'Member in the Spotlight' later on in this month's newsletter.

In the second half Jon Bird will give a talk on "Presenting Prints for
Competition". The objective of the talk is to help those new to print
competitions as well as how to best to show off the final product of our walks,
trips out, studio time or family snaps. The talk will include our club rules, tools
of the trade, materials and demonstrations. 

18th January
Our third DPI Competition Judged by Caroline Preece LRPS

On the same evening Dave Hussey, our external competitions secretary, will be
representing us at the annual regional competition hosted by Thurrock Camera
Club where we will be competing with other clubs in the area for the Pegasus
Trophy.

25th January
Alison Jenkins ARPS DPAGB BPE1* will present 'Artic Foxes of Iceland / UK
winter Wildlife'.  

The talk covers
photographing the Blue
Morph Arctic Foxes on
Hornstrandir Nature
Reserve in Iceland, on
the edge of the Arctic
Circle. Alison spent 5
days on the reserve with
these amazing animals
and will explain travel
getting there,
technique, clothing and
equipment.

The 2nd part of the talk is on photographing UK Wildlife in the Winter, covering
location, technique, style, and settings.

Competitions

With no newsletter last month, there's a bit of catching up to do on competition
reporting.  Here is a quick summary of the results of the competitions held in
November and December:

Round 2 Print Competition
Ken Payne visited us as Judge on 2nd November.  52 prints from 19 members
were entered into the 2 competitions. Ken was as impressed by the high
standard of entries as well as the Chantry Centre.

Regular Competition
Winner of the best image of the night was by Barry Harrington for his portrait
of a tank commander.

Reflections of War by Barry Harrington

Barry also received maximum points for his other 2 entries.  20 points were
also awarded to Colin Galley, Bob Wright, Peter, Tachauer (x2) and Bob Hook.

Jakes' Competition
Winner of the best image of the night in the Jakes' Competition was Chas
Gickel for his painterly image of a young woman.  

Delicate Beauty by Chas Gickel

Round 2 DPI Competition
Vic Hainsworth judge our 2nd DPI competition of the season on 16th
November.  This was a themed competition.  60 dpi's from 30 members were
entered into the 2 competitions. 

Regular Competition
Barry Harrington's landscape was awarded best image in the Regular
Competition.  Vic admired the soft morning light and careful positioning of the
contrasting boat and buoy.  Maximum scores were also awarded to Brian Philips
for his image tilted 'Daffodil Bud' and Barry's other entry titled 'Pelicans'.

Early Morning Mist by Barry Harrington

Jakes' Competition
Winner of the best image of the night was by Ken Cole for the following city
shot.  The judge particularly liked how the photographer used light, shade and
colour to create an interesting image.  The maximum 20 points was also
awarded to Linda Boar for her image 'Mekong at Dusk'
 

Red Mini by Ken Cole

Round 3 Print Competition
The final competition of 2021 was held on 7th December when David
Steele kindly agreed to step in at short notice and judge the 62 prints that had
been entered by 23 members in the 2 competitions.

Regular Competition
Winner of the best image of the night in the Regular Competition was a picture
I took of the inside of Temple Church during a recent Photofold outing to
London.

Temple Church Glow by Chris Wooldridge

Jakes' Competition
Winner of the Jakes' best image of the night was by Tina Byrne for the
following still life.  The judge enjoyed the use of depth of field along with the
restricted colour pallet.  The maximum 20 points was also awarded to The Pink
Poppy by Lynne Baldwin.

The Old Jug by Tina Byrne

Congratulations to both Tina and Lynne for achieving top scores at their first
attempt in the Photofold Print Competition.  Excellent work!
 

Competition League Tables

After 3 rounds of the Print and 2 rounds of the DPI Competitions, we have
early leaders with Barry Harrington leading the way in both Regular
tournaments and Ken Cole doing the same by a slightly smaller margin in the
Jakes.  

Well done to both for setting the standard however there are still plenty of
rounds left to close the gap on our leaders. Especially as only the highest 5
scoring rounds will used to determine the winner.  Please note that in the event
of a tie the number of 'best image of the night' will be counted to determine
the winner. I've highlighted the winners of 'best image' with a small trophy in
the tables below.

* Trophy symbol represents winner of best image of the night.
+ Winner of the 1st Round Prints has left the club and the winner removed.

Competition Deadline Reminder
Our first competition of the year is on 18th January so please bring your
memory stick with your entries to the club meeting on 11th January.

Outings / Trips

November Outing - City of London
14 members joined us on an outing to London.  The remit was to take
photographs in and around the City in walking distance from Liverpool Street
station. Most went to Spitalfields Market and then Brick Lane. A few went
further afield along the Thames.  The weather was very dull but it improved
whilst we were in Brick Lane.

John Davis agreed to be the outing competition judge and chose Ray Waters
image from Brick Lane commenting "it really is all about the eyes and with two
subjects perfectly placed in the frame. Was it posed or was it taken by chance?
Regardless of the answer to the question it captures the gaze of the two ladies
at that moment".  Paul Sillence came 2nd and Simon Mills 3rd.

Eyes by Ray Waters

November Outing - Night Photography
As an addition to the usual month excursion Dave Hussey took a group to
London to provide hands on experience of taking night time cityscapes and
show the group some interesting locations.  Dave also tried out his 14mm ultra
wide angle lens which provided some interesting effects.  Dave mentioned that
the semi fisheye can provide "Marmite" types of images, i.e. you either love
them or hate them.  Personally speaking I like Marmite so have included a
selection in this month's newsletter.

December Outing - Maldon and Heybridge Basin 
In the morning it was very cold and a strong wind made it worse. Fortunately it
improved in the afternoon, although it may have just been the pleasant meal in
the Jolly Sailor that made things appear better.  Ray writes "it was quite
challenging to find some good photographs but our members always seem to
get the best and all members enjoyed the outing".

Charles Gickel agreed to judge the days images picking Simon Mills "A view of
Maldon (no.6)" as the winner.  Charles commented "a well taken panoramic
shot showing the classic unmistakeable view of the lower Maldon Town and the
docks area".  In 2nd place was Steve Stringer and Colin Bush 3rd.

A view of Maldon by Simon Mills

Next Outing
Given the high infection levels in the area a venue for the next outing hasn't
yet been decided.  Ray will monitor the situation and decide when and where to
go shortly.

Member Spotlight

Each month I'll be asking one of our members about their photography. This
month it's Ken Cole who joined the club for the first time this season.

How long you’ve been a member of
Photofold? 
Photofold is the first camera club that I have
been a member of and I joined in September.  I
only took up photography as a serious hobby in
late 2016 and for the first four years I spent a lot
of time learning and taking lots of photos. Like
many others, I found that my enthusiasm fell
away during the various lockdowns in 2020 and
early 2021 so I decided to join a camera club to
give me the motivation to get back into
photography. I am pleased to say that it has

worked and I have been inspired by seeing the work of other members and
also listening to the great presentations by the guest photographers. 

Any amusing experience of the club whilst you’ve been a member?
I haven’t really been a member long enough to have any amusing experiences.
I hope to start joining some of the club outings next year as I am sure there
are amusing moments during these events. However, I have enjoyed listening
to the judges critiques, something that I have never experienced before. I have
learnt a lot from how they consider the merits of the images they review but I
do find it amusing that they each have their own particular biases that come
out in their judging (don’t we all!). In a recent competition I really loved the
portrait of the snow leopard and was amazed at the low score that the judge
gave the image suggesting that it could have been a stuffed animal ! That
made me laugh but I guess it shows that, at the end of the day, photography is
a subjective art form and that’s OK. The most important thing is to be happy
with the work you produce.  

What was your first camera? 
The first camera I can remember owning was a Kodak Instamatic that took 126
film cartridges that I got as a Xmas present when I was around 9 or 10 years
old. I actually still have an album of photos that I took with this camera in the
mid 70’s. The highlight is a panorama of a mountain range which consists of 3
square images stuck together with sellotape…..very proud of that one….!

The first Instamatics went on sale in early

1963.  They were the first cameras to use

Kodak's new 126 format. The easy-

load film cartridge made the cameras very

inexpensive to produce, as it provided the film

backing plate and exposure counter itself and

thus saved considerable design complexity and

manufacturing cost for the cameras. A wide

variety of print and slide film was sold by

Kodak in the 126 format.The lineup include a

variety of models from the basic but popular

100/104 to the automatic exposure 800/804

  [source Wikipedia]

What was your most expensive photo mistake? 
The honest answer to that question is the amount of money I have spent on
camera equipment (digital, analog and every accessory you could imagine) in
the last 5 years that I have subsequently sold on eBay at a loss! Having said
that, I have enjoyed the process of trying out different cameras so I don’t
really see this as a mistake!
In terms of a real mistake that cost me money, I was setting up to take an
image of the Shard from the opposite bank of the Thames when someone came
over to talk to me about what I was doing. This was enough of a distraction to
mean that I failed to attach my camera to the tripod correctly and as I turned
to talk to him, the camera fell to the ground smashing the polarising filter.
Luckily the filter took the brunt of the fall and the lens was undamaged so it
could have been a lot worse. 

Have you a favourite picture you
have taken? 
A couple of years ago my Aunt found
an old camera that originally
belonged to my Great Grandad and
then my Grandad. It was a No. 1
Autographic Kodak Junior folding
camera that dates back to the early
1920’s, 100 years old. I spent a
month cleaning and refurbishing the
camera including replacing the
bellows that were badly worn.
Amazingly, I was able to source an
original set of spare bellows for the
camera……there is nothing you can’t
find on the internet these days !
Luckily the camera takes 120 film
which is still produced today so I

was able to use the camera and it still takes great photos which I develop
myself. Attached is a photo of the refurbished camera and my favourtie photo
that I have taken with it. Given the connection to my family, the history of the
camera and the work that I put into getting the camera working again, this is
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camera and the work that I put into getting the camera working again, this is
my favourite photo. Although it’s not the sharpest photo you will ever see, I
love the aesthetic that you get from film on old cameras. It is one of the few
photos that I have framed and on display.

Millenium Bridge taken with Autographic Kodak Junior by Ken Cole

Member's PoV

What has piqued your interest, made you happy or even a tad irritated
this month?

This month Malcolm Wilkie has shared a YouTube tutorial on creating
panoramas.  It's quite long but kept my interest for the 60 minute duration.
You will see the Capture One team present live from the rooftop of Tate Modern
in central London. Here they shoot the iconic landscape across the river
Thames and then process the resultant images into a stunning panorama.

I learnt a few useful tips on setting up and taking panoramas and although I
don't personally use Capture One software for image editing, the techniques
can be applied to other applications.

All in all worth a look.  Thanks to Malcolm for sharing.

What's taken my eye this month

As mentioned in the intro, I'm looking for ideas
to motivate me to get out with my camera
instead of looking at equipment reviews, studying
new techniques and reading books on
photography.  I've therefore decided to enter the
monthly APOY competition in 2022. This year's 

competition hasn't yet been announced but I expect it to b launched soon as it
usually runs from February to October.  If you aren't familiar with the
competition, you can get more information about last years contest from this
[LINK].  Now I haven't any expectation of doing well but I hope that by
entering a themed competition each month it will give me more direction and
get me out of my comfort zone.  I have entered previously, about 10 years
ago, and actually scored well in the 1st round getting an image published in the
magazine.  Unfortunately this gave me a false level of expectation and when I
then didn't score in subsequent rounds I lost motivation and interest.  So this
time around my feet are more firmly planted on the ground as my objective in
entering is to provide extra focus to my photography, not to do well. 

That said it would be nice to pick up some points.  Now, if you too would be
interested taking part in this year's competition then there is another benefit
that could help the club.  Camera club members entering the competition can
also nominate their club so that any points they gain are also accumulated for
the club (Photofold).  The club whose members have accumulated the most
points in the annual competition also then win a decent prize.  However just
getting on the leaderboard would be an achievement and give kudos for the
club.

Interested?  Then drop me an email and I'll keep you informed about the
competition.
 

That's all for this month.

Wishing you all a happy, healthy and photography filled new year.

Chris

 

Please note that copyright on photographic images displayed in this newsletter

remain the property of, and are owned solely by, the author. Reproduction in any

form is forbidden
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